
Perform Better

KENRAY PREMIUMTM

Our Premium spec forming sets are 
specialist formers for Quad Seal,  
Doy and difficult bag configurations.

 All types of quad seal available for any  
 make or model

 Perfect seals achieved on each corner

 Pathways for goglio valves, labels and  
 zipper application

 Bespoke alterations from standard design

 Experience in complex bag types

 Specialised film types such as metalised  
 or laminate

 High performance forming sets capable  
 of maximising output

Kenray’s Premium spec forming set range is designed to help our clients 
produce premium pack configurations with ease.

With years of experience in forming set design and manufacture, our packaging 
solution engineers are aware of the difficulty in producing this product range. 
As a result, we take great care in developing specialist packaging solutions that 
help to maximise clients’ packaging production.

The diversity of the Premium spec range means it can be adapted and modified 
to suit a variety of applications such as frozen, snacks, vegetables and pet 
food. They can be modified to include an extended in-feed chute to suit the 
packaging requirement of the customers’ particular product. This variation 
could also increase bag speed by up to 40%.

Coating Solutions from KENRAY   
All Kenray formers come with the ability to choose the relevant coating, which is 
right for your product. The right coating can help reduce film drag and enables 
an easier product flow and can even help dampen the noise on the lines. For 
more information visit our coatings page or talk to one of our engineers.

KENRAY’s Premium spec 
range is exceptionally 
designed to enable us  
to produce perfect  
pillow packs and 
quantum seal bags.

Accuracy and Reliability
for over 30 years.
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Total forming solutions

  Forming sets
  Former repairs
  Cutting knives
  Sealing jaws
  Draw-down belts
  Former accessories  

The world’s biggest brands and OEMs choose KENRAY formers  
for better performance and profit.

Shouldn’t you?

KENRAY are recognised as 
the global authority on the 
development and manufacture 
of formers and solutions for the 
packaging industry.

Our key area of expertise is the 
innovative design in forming sets for 
vertical form fill and seal packaging 
machines. Renowned for value 
added service, consistency of 
design, extensive testing procedures 
and accuracy in manufacturing: 
KENRAY are the partners of choice 
for companies around the world 
within the food and pharmaceutical 
packaging sector.

Our forward-thinking engineering 
ensures inter-changeability and 
repeatability. It is this precision 
that continues to endorse 
KENRAY’s position as the Global 
Leader in this market today.


